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1. Marxism ---- an important movement in 
Britain even though it ---- its origin 
here. 

A) would never have been / was taking 

B) had never been / would take 

C) never was / has taken 

D) would never be / would have taken 

E) has never been / took  

 

 

2. The history of Venetian Republic ---- to 
an end in 1797 when Venice ---- over to 
Austria by Napoleon. 

A) was coming / would have been handed 

B) had come / has been handed 

C) has come / was handed 

D) came / was handed 

E) would come / was being handed  

 

 

 

3. More than half of the 850 asylum 
seekers currently, detained In Britain --
-- in prison with no right of appeal, even 
though the vast majority ---- with any 
offence, let alone convicted. 

A) were held / are not charged 

B) are being held / have not been charged 

C) have been held / would not be charged 

D) had been held / had not been charged 

E) will be held / were not being charged  

 

 

4. Over the past two decades, the 
Corsicans ---- their Idyllic island, which 
was wrested by France from the 
Genoese in 1768, ---- into terrorism, 
corruption and economic decline. 

A) have seen / sink 

B) had seen / sank 

C) saw / sinking 

D) would have seen / had sunk 

E) would see / had been sinking  

 

 

 

5. The report presents a general overview 
of the problems that ---- when a 
disaster ---- a nation. 

A) would have been encountered / hit 

B) are encountered / would hit 

C) have been encountered / had hit 

D) had been encountered / was being hit 

E) will be encountered / hits  

 

 

6. There have been some art critics who --
-- in depreciation of Van Gogh that he --
-- a draughtsman all his life. 

A) had maintained / has remained 

B) have maintained / remained 

C) were maintaining / remained 

D) maintained / would have maintained 

E) will maintain / remains  

 

 

 

7. At the Brussels meeting over the last 
weekend Madeleine Albright, the 
American Secretary of State ---- her 
allies that future NATO missions ---- 
them further a field, but not all over the 
world. 

A) assures / Is taking 

B) has assured / will have taken 

C) assured / would take 

D) had assured / took 

E) was assuring / has taken  

 

8. With the help of satellite images, the 
Indonesian government ---- that it is 
the timber companies which ---- the 
mass destruction of their rainforests. 

A) is showing / would have caused 

B) would have shown / had caused 

C) had shown / were causing 

D) shows / had been causing 

E) has shown / are causing 
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9. The ridicule that ---- upon him by 

leading scientists of the day ---- to the 

novelty of his thinking. 

A) is being heaped / would testify 

B) will be heaped / testified 

C) had heaped / has testified 

D) was heaping / had testified 

E) was heaped / testifies  

 

 

10. I sent an e-mail to everyone in the 

department, asking for articles for this 

special issue, but ---- there has been no 

response. 

A) so long 

B) at time 

C) until then 

D) even later 

E) so far  

 

 

11. Over the last few years, consumer 

interest in organic agriculture ---- up 

dramatically, and demand ---- currently 

ahead of supply 

A) has shot / is 

B) shot / was 

C) would shoot / had been 

D) is shooting / has been 

E) was shooting / would be  

 

 

12. Orwell ---- at that moment that when 

the white man ---- tyrant it is his own 

freedom that he destroys. 

A) perceived / had turned 

B) has perceived / turned 

C) had perceived / has turned 

D) would perceive / will turn 

E) perceived / turns  

 

 

 

 

 

13. The singer's passionate belief that 

traditional societies around the world --

-- against the modern onslaught ---- 

fierce criticism. 

A) had been protected / will attract 

B) have been protected / had attracted 

C) are being protected / was attracting 

D) ought to be protected / has attracted 

E) would have been protected / would 

attract  

 

 

14. All the reports ---- handed in last week, 

but some of them still ---- me. 

A) should have been / haven't reached 

B) would be / didn't reach 

C) have been / won't reach 

D) had been / didn't reach 

E) would have been / don't reach  

 

 

15. When the occupying forces ----,many 

seemingly innocent people were accused 

of ---- with the enemy. 

A) are leaving / to have been collaborated 

B) were leaving / to have collaborated 

C) have left / being collaborated 

D) will leave / collaborating 

E) had left / having collaborated  

 

 

16. Though the metropolitan theatres ---- a 

monopoly there for a long time, recently 

several private theatres ----. 

A) would hold / are being opened 

B) had held / had been opened 

C) were holding / will be opened 

D) held / have been opened 

E) have held / were opened  
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17. In 1906 at Bogazkoy several thousand 

cuneiform tablets ---- and most of them 

---- now on exhibit in the Anatolian 

Civilizations Museum in Ankara. 

A) have been discovered / were 

B) were discovered / are 

C) had been discovered / had been 

D) would have been discovered / are being 

E) would be discovered / have been  

 

 

18. Early in 1940 when Europe was already 

at war, Hitler ---- the sale of uranium 

from the Czech mines he ---- over. 

A) has banned / has taken 

B) had banned / took 

C) banned / had taken 

D) was banned / was taking 

E) was banning / had been taking  

 

 

 

19. Physics as it ---- at the end of the 

nineteenth century, ---- to as classical 

physics. 

A) has been known / might be referred 

B) will be known / has been referred 

C) had been known / had been referred 

D) was known / is referred 

E) might have been known / was referred  

 

 

 

20. Sometimes people select certain foods 

that they believe ---- their physical 

appearance and avoid those they 

believe ---- detrimental. 

A) have improved / would have been 

B) are improving / were 

C) improve / might be 

D) had improved / had been 

E) would have improved / have been  

 

21. Much health education in recent years --

-- towards the view that the heavy 

drinker ---- a subject for amusement or 

censure but for practical help. 

A) has been directed / is not 

B) had been directed / was not 

C) was being directed / wouldn't be 

D) was directed / won't be 

E) is being directed / hasn't been  

 

 

22. It is unusual for advertising campaigns 

---- even before the new products ---- 

onto the market. 

A) to have been launched / have come 

B) being launched / are going to come 

C) to be launched / come 

D) having been launched / are coming 

E) to have launched / will have come  

 

 

 

23. Practically every philosopher since Plato 

---- the relationship between humor and 

laughter, but Sigmund Freud ---- the 

first to put forward a conclusive theory. 

A) has considered / was 

B) considered / would be 

C) was considering / is 

D) would consider / has been 

E) has been considering / had been  

 

 

24. The authorities in India ---- that the 

country's highly qualified young 

researchers ---- by multinational 

companies as cheap labor. 

A) were worried / have been used 

B) are worrying / were used 

C) are worried / are being used 

D) worry / had been used 

E) have worried / will have been used  
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25. As long as he ---- reasonable care of 

himself, he has every chance of ---- a 

complete recovery. 

A) will take / being made 

B) took / having made 

C) has taken / having been made 

D) takes / making 

E) was taking / having to make  

 

 

26. A new book ---- which ---- to give the 

interested layman overall picture of 

modern medicine. 

A) is being published / will have been 

designed 

B) has been published / is designed 

C) had been published / had designed 

D) would have been published / was 

designed 

E) will have been published / is being 

designed  

 

27. What's left of the world's forest ---- at 

such rate that the remaining tropical 

rainforest ---- by the middle of the 

century. 

A) has been logged / is destroyed 

B) will be logged / would have been 

destroyed 

C) is being logged / will have been 

destroyed 

D) was being logged / is being destroyed 

E) would be logged / were being 

destroyed  

 

28. The controversy ---- in 1924 by Edwin 

P. Hubble who ---- that the great spiral 

nebula in Andromeda contained 

Cepheid variables. 

A) was being settled / has found 

B) has been settled / finds 

C) had been settled / found 

D) was settled / found 

E) would be settled / will find  

29. Even now at this late date 

oceanographers ---- seafloor 

mountains they ---- existed. 

A) were finding / don't know 

B) have found / haven't known 

C) are finding / didn't know 

D) will find / wouldn't know 

E) will have found / hadn't known  

 

 

30. Ever since the advent of 

industrialization, social scientists ---- 

the term "the masses" to "the people". 

A) have preferred 

B) had preferred 

C) will have preferred 

D) would have preferred 

E) would prefer  

 

 

 

31. In the 1960s, the modernist idea that 

there ---- only one authentic style for 

the modern age ---- in favor of the idea 

of the plurality of styles 

A) could be / will have been rejected 

B) could have been / is being rejected 

C) can be / has been rejected 

D) could be / was rejected 

E) can be / would be rejected  

 

 

 

 

32. By the end of the week he ---- the first 

stage of the treatment, and we'll know 

then if he ---- well to it 

A) would have completed / responded 

B) has completed / was responding 

C) will have completed / is responding 

D) is completing / has responded 

E) will complete / will respond  
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33. Pure carbolic acid on a suspected 
rabies wound ---- the incubation 
period but probably won't kill all the 
viruses; so its use ---- into general 
disfavor among doctors. 

A) may prolong / has fallen 

B) might prolong / had fallen 

C) might have prolonged / might have 
fallen 

D) will prolong / fell 

E) would prolong / would have fallen  

 

34. A theory ---- only when a hypothesis --
-- by consistent results from many 
observations or experiments. 

A) may have been developed / was being 
supported 

B) can be developed / has been supported 

C) will be developed / was supported 

D) has been developed / had been 
supported 

E) had been developed / might have been 
supported  

 

35. The first laser ---- in 1960 by Maiman 
almost half a century after a the 
publication in 1916 of Einstein's 
theory of radiation which ---- the 
possibility of laser operation. 

A) has been demonstrated / had shown 

B) had been demonstrated / showed 

C) was demonstrated / showed 

D) demonstrates / was shown 

E) was being demonstrated / shows  

 

 

36. The advent of nuclear power ---- the 
trend to use water-power on a large 
scale, and hydroelectric installations --
-- in all industrial countries with water 
power potential. 

A) has not halted / are being built 

B) did not halt / are built 

C) would not halt / will be built 

D) will not halt / were being built 

E) had not halted / would be built  

 

37. The judges of the international 

tribunal at the Hague ----, on 1st 

February 2002, that charges relating 

to all three wars ---- together. 

A) would agree / had been heard 

B) have agreed / have been heard 

C) were agreed / will be heard 

D) agreed / would be heard 

E) had agreed / were heard  

 

 

38. When he moved from Ethiopia where 

he ---- to England, his experiences ---- 

quite unlike those of his 

contemporaries at school. 

A) had been born / were 

B) is born / will be 

C) would be born / would be 

D) has been born / are 

E) was born / will be  

 

 

39. While the parades for the opening of 

parliament ----, the president ---- a 

sobering message for his countrymen. 

A) had rehearsed / prepared 

B) have been rehearsed / has prepared 

C) were being rehearsed / was preparing 

D) are rehearsing / is preparing 

E) had been rehearsed / would prepare  

 

 

 

40. Though we still ---- a long way to go a 

lot ---- in developing now medical 

procedures to deal with diseased 

tissue. 

A) had had / had been accomplished 

B) had / has been accomplished 

C) have had / was accomplished 

D) are having / was being accomplished 

E) have / is being accomplished  
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41. Over the past three years, the US 
economy ---- badly hurt by unforeseen 
events, but housing ---- to move up to 
set sales records in both 2001 and 
2002 

A) would be / would have continued 

B) had been / has continued 

C) has been / continued 

D) was / continues 

E) is being / would continue  

 

42. Presumably, the main concern of the 
Japanese Central bank at present ---- 
to avoid ---- for any large-scale 
financial collapse. 

A) will be / having blamed 

B) has been / having been blamed 

C) was / to be blamed 

D) is / being blamed 

E) would be / to have been blamed  

 

43. Since Taiwan ---- its recession the 
retail clothing industry ---- very badly 

A) has entered / would have been doing 

B) had entered / would do 

C) would enter / has done 

D) was entering / will be doing 

E) entered / has been doing  

 

44. The robot has just the sort of features 
that ---- to Japanese consumers when 
it ---- on sale there later this year. 

A) would appeal / went 

B) will appeal / goes 

C) have appealed / went 

D) appeal / will go 

E) are appealing / is going  

 

45. America ---- that some of the 
commodities Iraq was allowed to 
import under the oil-for-food program 
---- military uses. 

A) argued / could have had 

B) has argued / will have had 

C) had argued / would have had 

D) was arguing / can have had 

E) would argue / can have been having  

 

46. The X-ray showed that the femur ---- 
in the socket but ---- up towards the 
outer edge 

A) can't be centered / would slip 

B) isn't centered / will slip 

C) wasn't centered / had slipped 

D) hasn't been centered / would have 
slipped 

E) couldn't be centered / has slipped  

 

47. Although allergic disease itself ---- 
around throughout history, real 
advances in treating it ---- along until 
the late 19th century 

A) is being / aren't coming 

B) is / don't come 

C) was / weren't coming 

D) had been / wouldn't come 

E) has been / didn't come  

 

48. In order to establish the date of these 
footprints he ---- a technique that ---- 
when the sand grains were last 
exposed to light. 

A) uses / measured 

B) will use / has measured 

C) has used / will measure 

D) had used / would measure 

E) used / measures  

 

49. He assures me that the Department of 
Marine Biogeochemistry, which ---- up 
in the 1970s ---- ever since. 

A) was set / has been expanding 

B) had been set / was expanding 

C) would be set / will expand 

D) has been set / is expanding 

E) would have been set / will expanding  

 

50. To protect yourself from computer 
viruses, start by not opening 
attnrhmnnts you ----, and ---- 
suspicious mail immediately. 

A) haven't expected / to delete 

B) are not expecting / deleting 

C) were not expecting / to be deleted 

D) didn't expect / having deleted 

E) won't expect / to have deleted  


